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In this paper, we propose novel elastic graph matching (EGM) algorithms for face recognition assisted by
the availability of 3D facial geometry. More specifically, we conceptually extend the EGM algorithm in
order to exploit the 3D nature of human facial geometry for face recognition/verification. In order to
achieve that, first we extend the matching module of the EGM algorithm in order to capitalize on the
2.5D facial data. Furthermore, we incorporate the 3D geometry into the multiscale analysis used and
build a novel geodesic multiscale morphological pyramid of dilations/erosions in order to fill the graph
jets. We show that the proposed advances significantly enhance the performance of EGM algorithms.
We demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed advances in the face recognition/verification problem
using photometric stereo.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Dynamic link architecture (DLA) was proposed as an abstract
methodology for distortion invariant object recognition by Lades
et al. [21]. In DLA, an object is represented as a connected graph.
Each graph node is located at a certain spatial image location x.
A feature vector, the so called jet, should be attached at each graph
node. The jet elements can be local brightness values that repre-
sent the image region around the node. However, it is desirable
to have more complex types of jet that are produced by multiscale
image analysis by Lades et al. [21]. The representation of an object
in DLA can be summarized in the following steps.

� Group all the features that correspond to the same graph node
of the object into a jet.
� Group all the nodes and jets that belong to the object in order to

form the object graph.
� Define neighborhood relationships for each graph node.

One of the most well-studied implementations of DLA is the
elastic graph matching (EGM) algorithm. In Lades et al. [21] EGM
was initially proposed for arbitrary object recognition from images
and was a very popular topic of research for various facial image
characterization applications. In EGM, a reference object graph is
created by overlaying a rectangular elastic sparse graph on the ob-
ject image and then calculating a Gabor wavelet bank response at
each graph node. The graph matching process is implemented by
the stochastic optimization of a cost function which takes into
ll rights reserved.
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account both jet similarities and grid deformations. One of the ba-
sic advantages of EGM algorithms is that they can be applied in a
fully automatic manner when combined with a face detector and/
or a fully automatic facial feature detection algorithm [47,33,46].

1.1. EGM literature review

A lot of research was conducted in order to boost the perfor-
mance of EGM for face recognition, face verification, facial expres-
sion recognition and sex determination [48,39,38,40,8,24,17,19,
18,36,45,33,32,20]. In Wiskott et al. [39], the graph structure was
enhanced by introducing a stack-like structure, the so-called bunch
graph, and was tested for face recognition. For every node in the
bunch graph structure, a set of jets was measured for different in-
stances of a face (e.g., with open or closed mouth, open or shut
eyes). This way, the bunch graph representation could cover a vari-
ety of possible changes in the appearance of a face. In Wiskott [38],
the bunch graph structure was used for determining facial charac-
teristics, such as beard, the presence of glasses, or even a person’s
gender. In Zafeiriou and Pitas [42] a bunch graph structure was
used for facial expression recognition.

In Duc et al. [8], EGM was proposed and tested for frontal face
verification. A variant of the typical EGM, the so-called morpholog-
ical elastic graph matching (MEGM), was proposed for frontal face
verification and tested for various recording conditions [17,18].
In Kotropoulos et al. [17,19,18], the standard coarse- to-fine ap-
proach proposed in Duc et al. [8] for EGM was replaced by a simu-
lated annealing method that optimizes a cost function of the jet
similarity measures subject to node deformation constraints.
Another variant of EGM was presented in Tefas et al. [36], where
morphological signal decomposition was used instead of the stan-
dard Gabor analysis [8]. EGM with Gabor jets for facial expression
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recognition was proposed in Lyons et al. [24,23,25], Hong et al.
[14], and Zhang et al. [49]. EGM with morphological feature vectors
for facial expression recognition was proposed in Zafeiriou and Pi-
tas [42].

Discriminant techniques were employed in order to enhance the
classification performance of EGM. The use of linear discriminant
techniques at the feature vectors for the extraction of the most dis-
criminating features was proposed in Duc et al. [8] and Kotropoulos
et al. [17,18]. Several schemes that aim at weighting the graph
nodes according to their discriminatory power have also been pro-
posed in Zafeiriou et al. [44], Kotropoulos et al. [17,18], Krüger [20],
and Tefas et al. [35]. A combined discriminant scheme was proposed
in Zafeiriou et al. [45,46], where discriminant analysis was em-
ployed in every step of elastic graph matching for face verification.
The use of Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLDA) for discrim-
inant feature selection in the graphs for facial expression recogni-
tion was proposed in Lyons et al. [24]. In Lyons et al. [24,25], FLDA
was applied in a graph-wise manner (i.e., the feature vectors that
were used in FLDA were the set of graph jets), contrary to the meth-
ods in Kotropoulos et al. [17,18], Zafeiriou et al. [45], and Zafeiriou
and Pitas [42], where node-specific discriminant transforms were
calculated. Moreover, a series of discriminant techniques in
graph-based representations with Gabor features were proposed
in Guo and Dyer [13]. The methods in Guo and Dyer [13] have some
resemblance to EGM but have not implemented an elastic graph
matching procedure, since landmark selection and matching was
manually performed. In Shin et al. [33,32] novel robust to in-plane
rotation and scaling, Gabor-based features were proposed and a no-
vel wrapping elastic graph matching procedure was introduced.
Moreover, in Shin et al. [33] a novel kernel-based method for feature
extraction was proposed and used for face recognition.

In the first EGM algorithm evenly distributed graphs placed
over a rectangular image region [8,17,18,36,35] were used or
graphs that were placed on preselected nodes that correspond to
some fiducial facial points (e.g., nose, eyes, etc.) [24,39,38,14,
23,49,25]. Intuitively, one may think that graphs with nodes placed
at pre-specified facial landmarks may perform better than the rect-
angular graphs. However, such graphs are more difficult to be
automatically applied, since they require a detection module to
find the precise coordinates of the facial landmarks in the reference
images or, in many cases, manual landmark annotation [13,24,39].
On the contrary, an evenly distributed rectangular graph is easier
to be handled automatically, since only a face detection algorithm
is required to find an initial approximation of the rectangular facial
region [8,17,18,36,35].

Recently, research was conducted concerning the type of graph
that is most appropriate for face verification and facial expression
recognition. In Zafeiriou et al. [47], an algorithm that finds the opti-
mal discriminant graph structure was proposed (optimal according
to a discriminant criterion). The graphs proposed in Zafeiriou et al.
[47] have nodes placed at discriminant facial landmarks. It was
shown in Zafeiriou et al. [47] and in Zafeiriou and Pitas [42] that
these graphs can be found in a fully automatic manner and have
better recognition performance than the typical rectangular graphs
in face verification and facial expression recognition, respectively.
Research on the optimal graph structure has attracted the interest
of other researchers too [15,12], where it was shown that graphs
with nodes upon facial regions, that are indicated by ridge and val-
ley operators, lead to better recognition performance in compari-
son with graphs with nodes placed at manually selected
landmarks. Finally, another recent research work concerning
EGM was presented in Eckes et al. [9]. In this paper, an EGM-based
system was presented for object recognition in cluttered scenes
under partial occlusion. For that task EGM was extended in order
to treat stereo image pairs in order to increase matching robust-
ness and disambiguate occlusion relations.
1.2. Motivation and contribution

All EGM based methods proposed so far do not take into consid-
eration the 3D nature of the objects. Nowadays, the acquisition of
3D objects and faces is a relatively simple procedure due low cost
devices that are now available. This reason made 3D face recogni-
tion a very rapidly growing research topic. The other reason that
made 3D face recognition a popular research topic is that, although
2D face recognition systems can achieve good performance in con-
strained environments like in Messer et al. [26], they still encounter
difficulties in handling large amounts of facial variations due to
head pose, lighting conditions and facial expressions. However,
the acquisition of 3D face geometry also has limitations, such as
the presence of noise and difficult image acquisition [4]. For the
acquisition of 3D data different techniques have been used, such
as laser and structured light scanners [10]. The acquisition of 3D face
data using these techniques is intrusive. For example most of the
available databases that contain 3D faces, like FRGC [29], are based
on the structure light technology (for example the 3D images were
acquired by a Minolta Vivid 900/910 series sensor) which require
the person to stay still for a couple of seconds. Another technique
that does not depend so much on the user’s cooperation is 3D acqui-
sition using photometric stereo [1,3,2]. The actual model that we ac-
quire from the available 3D acquisition techniques is a 2.5D model.
2.5D is a simplified 3D (x,y,z) surface representation that contains at
most one depth value (z direction) for every point in the (x,y) plane.

In this paper we propose methods for exploiting the 3D nature
of the objects (and especially the 3D facial geometry) inside the
EGM architecture. That is, the proposed algorithm introduces a
new structure for object representation combining both image
intensity and 3D geometry information. We propose algorithms
which can be used for matching robustly the object structure in no-
vel instances. Moreover, we adopt the assumption that facial
expressions are isometries of the neutral facial surface and we
incorporate this inside the matching algorithm (this is based on
the observation that facial skin does not stretch greatly by facial
expression development).

This assumption was exploited in Bronstein et al. [6] and in [28]
for creating expression invariant face Mpiperis et al. representa-
tions. In Mpiperis et al. [28] the authors provided experiments
where they demonstrated that the relative change in geodesic dis-
tance is small, for facial expressions with the mouth closed.

In this paper we demonstrate the power of the proposed meth-
od in face recognition assisted by the available 3D face geometry.
The proposed method in its generalized version can be applied in
a fully automatic manner, combined with a face detection algo-
rithm. The simplified version of the proposed algorithm requires
the detection of the nose. The nose is the most easily detected fa-
cial feature when the 3D facial geometry is available [7,27]. On the
contrary, most of the 3D face recognition algorithms proposed so
far require the robust detection [16,50] of a set of facial features,
which is, in general a difficult task. Furthermore, we incorporate
the 3D facial geometry inside the multiscale analysis and we pro-
pose a novel Geodesic Morphological Multiscale analysis in order
to fill the graph jets.

Summarizing, we propose the following advances in the EGM
algorithm.

� We propose to exploit the 3D face information in the EGM pro-
cedure and moreover exploit the isometry of facial expressions
in order to propose a matching procedure that is robust, to some
extent, to facial expressions.
� We propose a novel geodesic morphological multiscale analysis

which incorporates 3D facial geometry information inside the
jets of the graph, and in that way the we create features robust
to isometries of the facial surface.
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� We propose a new EGM framework for face recognition based
on both texture and 3D face information.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The 2D elastic
graph matching algorithms that were proposed are briefly de-
scribed in Section 2. In Section 3 we extend the matching algo-
rithms in order to exploit the 2.5D facial models that are
available from photometric stereo methods or from structure light
techniques. In Section 4 we motivate an EGM architecture based on
a novel multiscale geodesic morphological analysis. Experimental
results are described in Section 5. Finally conclusions are drawn
in Section 6.

2. 2D Elastic graph matching techniques

’’One of the most popular fully automatic face recognition
methods is EGM. EGM schemes consist of three steps:

� In the first step the facial image region is analyzed and a set of
local descriptors is extracted at each graph node (called jets).
Analysis is usually performed by building an information pyra-
mid using scale-space techniques. In the standard EGM, a 2D
Gabor-based filter bank was used for image analysis. The out-
puts of multiscale morphological dilation-erosion operations
or the morphological signal decomposition at several scales
are nonlinear alternatives of the Gabor filters for multiscale
analysis. Both have been successfully used for facial image anal-
ysis [17]. Morphological feature vectors are robust to plane
rotations. A jet based on Gabor filters that is robust to rotation
and scaling was recently proposed in Shin et al. [33].
� In the second step a sparse graph suitable for face representa-

tion is selected. An evenly distributed rectangular graph is one
of the most easy to handle automatically forms of a graph, since
only a face detection algorithm is needed in order to find an ini-
tial approximation of the rectangular facial region. Other
choices include graphs with nodes placed at fiducial points (like
nose, mouth, eyes etc.) and the discriminant graphs proposed in
Zafeiriou et al. [47], Zafeiriou and Pitas [42], and Wiskott et al.
[39].
� The final step is a matching procedure of the reference graph on

the test facial image in order to find the correspondences of the
reference graph nodes on the test image. Simulated annealing is
one of the most popular choice for solving the matching optimi-
zation procedure [47,42,33].

Formally, at each graph node, that is located at image coordi-
nates x, a jet (feature vector) j(x) is formed:

jðxÞ ¼ ½f1ðxÞ; . . . ; fMðxÞ�T ; ð1Þ

where fi(x) denotes the output of a local operator applied to image f
at the ith scale or at the ith pair (scale, orientation) and M is the jet
dimensionality.

The next step of EGM is to match the reference graph on the test
facial image in order to find the correspondences of the reference
graph nodes on the test image. This is accomplished by minimizing
a cost function that employs node jet similarities while preserving
at the same time the node neighborhood relationships. Let the sub-
scripts t and r denote a test and a reference facial image (or graph),
respectively. The L2 norm between the feature vectors at the lth
graph node of the reference and the test graph is used as a similar-
ity measure between jets. Another similarity measure that is used
is the cosine between the two vectors:
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Let V be the set of all graph vertices of a certain facial image. For the
rectangular graphs, all nodes, apart from the boundary nodes, have
exactly four connected nodes. LetNðlÞ be the four-connected neigh-
borhood of node l. In order to quantify the node neighborhood rela-
tionships using a measure, the relative normalized local node
deformation is used:
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In order to find the set of vertices xl
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of all vertices V the following optimization problem is formulated
and solved:
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The choice of k in (4) controls the rigidity/plasticity of the graph
[8,17].

In Kotropoulos et al. [17], the optimization of (4) was imple-
mented as a Simulated Annealing (SA) procedure, that imposes glo-
bal translation at the graph and local node deformations. In
Zafeiriou and Pitas [42], in order to deal with face translation, rota-
tion and scaling, the following optimization problem was
formulated:

fdlgL
l¼1; t;A

n o
opt
¼ min
fdlgL

l¼1 ;t;A
C Axl

r þ tþ dl

n o� �
ð5Þ

The above problem can be interpreted as follows: find a wrapping
matrix A (which in our case is a scaling and rotation matrix), a glo-
bal translation t and a set of local node perturbations fdlgL

l¼1 such
that the cost (4) is minimized. The optimal set of test node coordi-
nate vectors is given by xl

t ¼ Axl
r þ tþ dl. The above optimization

problem is solved using SA, as well.
In Zafeiriou and Pitas [42] the above optimization problem was

solved following a SA approach where random translations, sca-
lings and rotations were tested. In order to find the local node per-
turbation, a local optimization problem is solved for each one of
the nodes, as:

fdlgopt ¼min
dl

�Cf j xl
r
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; j Axl
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Cd xl
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where smax and dmax are scalars that control the rigidity/plasticity of
the graph.

The above algorithm can be summarized as follows:

� Initialize the algorithm using an initial guess xl
t
ð1Þ

n oL

l¼1
(using

the result of a face detector).
� For a number of steps

– choose a global random similarity transformation (i.e., rota-
tion, translation and scaling) in a certain range;

– for all nodes solve the local constrained optimization prob-
lem (6);

– check whether you accept the new solution xl
t
ðkÞ

n oL

l¼1
.

� End

2.1. A robust method using simulated annealing with a reliability
criterion for nodes

Another EGM method for handling rotation and scaling using
Gabor based features was proposed in Shin et al. [33]. Initially a
coarse step is applied in order to find an initial graph position.
Afterwards, the nodes are randomly visited in order to match them
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locally. A set of reliable nodes is then selected. The reliability of the
nodes is tested as follows. For each triplet of matched linked nodes
(i1, i2, i3) the relative angle ht(i1, i2, i3) is calculated as:

htði1; i2; i3Þ ¼ cos�1
xi2

t � xi1
t

� �
xi3

t � xi1
t

� �
xi2

t � xi1
t

��� ��� xi3
t � xi1

t

��� ���
0
B@

1
CA: ð7Þ

The same calculation is performed using the values of the linked
nodes (i1, i2, i3) of the reference graph to produce angle hr(i1, i2, i3).
Then, a test node is determined as reliable if it satisfies the follow-
ing criterion:

jhtði1; i2; i3Þ � hrði1; i2; i3Þj < sh: ð8Þ

Having found this set of reliable nodes, we extract a wrapping ma-
trix A and a translation vector t by solving a simple regression prob-
lem. The optimization problem is:

ðA; tÞopt ¼ arg min
A;t

X
k2L
kxk

t � ðAxk
r þ tÞk2 ð9Þ

where L is the set of reliable nodes and t represents the transla-
tional vector between graphs. For a set of six parameters, at least
3 reliable nodes should be identified. A simple regression is suffi-
cient for finding matrix A and vector t. We used the regressor avail-
able in Press et al. [30].

After solving (9), the optimal wrapping matrix Aopt and transla-
tion vector topt are applied to all nodes and the whole procedure is
repeated. A series of steps, including scaling, rotation, translation
and local node perturbations are then calculated. The algorithm
is summarized as follows.

� Initialize the algorithm using a coarse matching procedure

xl
t
ð1Þ

n oL

l¼1
.

� For a number of steps
– for all nodes solve the local optimization problem (6);
– if the reliable nodes (reliable according to (8)) are more than

3, then estimate the wrapping matrix Aopt and the transla-
tion vector topt;

– re-estimate the position of all nodes according to the wrap-
ping matrix Aopt and the translation vector topt.
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then stop.

In Shin et al. [33] the nodes were visited randomly and were lo-
cally optimized based on a SA strategy. Finally, the SA was cooled
after the re-initialization of all nodes. The final measureP

l2V �Cf j xl
t

� �
; j xl

r

� �� �� �
was used for quantifying the distance be-

tween the reference graph and the test image.

3. 2.5D matching algorithm

In this Section we describe the proposed matching algorithm
which makes use of the available 2.5D facial information. The geo-
desic distances between the points can be calculated given the fa-
cial surface. Moreover, they are robust against isometry mappings
(or isometries) of the facial surface. The facial pose variations are
isometries of the facial surfaces. Up to a certain extent, facial
expressions can be safely regarded as isometries, as well, as long
as the mouth remains closed. That is, the geodesic distances before
and after the development of an expression are considered to re-
main (approximately) the same. Recently, a lot of research was
conducted in order to create expression invariant representations
for face recognition [6,28], where facial expressions were modelled
as isometries of the facial surface. The notion of geodesic distance,
the geodesic path and the angle between geodesic paths are picto-
rially described in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a depicts the geodesic distance d and
polar angle h of a point Q on the surface. Geodesic path g between
two points P and Q of the surface is the minimum length curve
connecting the two points. Geodesic distance d is the length of path
g. The geodesic angle h is the angle between the tangents of the
geodesic path g and the reference geodesic path g0 at point P. In
Fig. 1b the 2.5D facial surface and the corresponding graph are de-
picted. The simplified facial grid with simple connections is de-
picted in Fig. 1c. The geodesic grid with the connections between
nodes being the geodesic path between nodes is depicted in Fig. 1d.

By incorporating the isometry assumption in the EGM architec-
ture, a matching procedure is implemented in which the nodes can
be deformed in such a way that the geodesic distances are approx-
imately preserved during the matching procedure. In our case, the
2.5D information was derived from photometric stereo [2] and the
integration of the normal field [11]. Thus a height map gðxÞ 2 R

was acquired for every pixel of the image as x 2 Z2. Let X g be a
set of connections between the points of the surface which defines
the topology of the surface. The set of connections is derived from a
dense triangulation of the image domain (in our implementation
we used a simple Delauney triangulation). Let that G ¼ ðg;X gÞ de-
note the tuple that contains both the depth map and the topology
of the facial surface. The triangulated surface is only needed to
compute the geodesics. In other words, we have a 2D graph but
in order to compute the distances between the graph nodes we
use the triangulated surface.

Optimization problem (4) in now modified, using the same rect-
angular sparse graph, in such a way as to find a set of vertices

xl
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in the test image that minimizes cost function
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where dGðx1;x2Þ is the geodesic distance between points x1 and x2

of the triangulated surface G.
The corresponding local optimization problem (6) we have to

solve in order to estimate the local perturbation is now formulated
as:

fdlgopt ¼min
dl

�C2
f j xl

r

� �
; j Axl

r þ tþ dl
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s:t:

dG xl
r;Axl

r þ tþ dl

� �
6 s; and; kdlk 6 dmax:

ð11Þ

The local optimization problem is schematically described in Fig. 2.
The proposed EGM algorithm that uses the available 3D facial

geometry is as follows. First, a coarse step is applied and a first
approximation of the graph is calculated. The coarse step can be
a simple implementation of the step described in the previous Sec-
tion. For every node a constrained local search is performed in or-
der to solve (11). Moreover, instead of using x, z(x) can be used so
as to find a 3 � 3 wrapping matrix A. In this case at least three reli-
able nodes should be identified. After all nodes were visited, the set
of reliable nodes is extracted. In our case, since 2.5D information is
available and in order to retain robustness against pose variations,
criterion (8) is generalized as follows. Let i1, i2, i3 be three linked
nodes. The relative angle around a matched node (similar to (7))
is calculated as:

htði1; i2; i3Þ ¼ hGði1; i2; i3Þ ð12Þ

where hG is the angle between the geodesic path i1,i2 and the geode-
sic path i1,i3 (as shown in Fig. 3) and superscript t refers to the test
image. All angles are robust against out of plane facial pose changes.
Examples of the relative geodesic and grid angles are depicted in
Fig. 3a and b.



Fig. 2. Local optimization problem (11).

Fig. 1. (a) Geodesic paths and geodesic angles; (b) the facial geometry and the graph; (c) the 3D grid; (d) the 3D geodesic graph.
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If we consider that the neighborhood of NðlÞ is sufficiently lo-
cal1 (i.e., we have a dense graph and a topology without holes) then
we may approximate

dGðx1; x2Þ � kzðx1Þ � zðx2Þk ð13Þ

where z(x) = [xg(x)]T. Subsequently we may approximate :

hði1; i2; i3Þt � cos�1
z xi3

t

� �
� z xi1

t
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z xi2

t

� �
� z xi1
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z xi3
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t

� ���� ��� z xi2
t
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� z xi1

t
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0
B@

1
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After the set of reliable nodes is found, a 3 � 3 wrapping matrix is
calculated by solving a similar optimization as (9). Afterwards, this
wrapping matrix is used for recalculating all node positions. The
1 Sufficiently that the actual geodesic distance between two neighboring nodes of
the graph is approximately the euclidean distance as given by Eq. (11). This depends
on the resolution of the facial image. Preliminary experiments with images where
facial region is of resolution about 100 � 100 graph nodes placed at every four or five
pixels indicated that the euclidean distance provides a good approximation. This
approximation is valid in dense graphs. In all conducted experiments in this paper we
used the actual geodesic distance and not the approximation.
whole procedure is repeated in a similar way as the algorithm in
the previous Section. A matching result is shown in Fig. 4a and b.

In order to simplify the procedure, we shall introduce a modifi-
cation of the generalized algorithm proposed above. Assume that
only certain facial features, like the nose, are available. The nose
is one of the most easily detected features upon the facial surface
[7,27]. Given the position of the nose (points xnose

l and xnose
t) an

initial estimation for the position of the graph is provided so that
we can search for small translations. An example of the nose tip
and the geodesic path of every node and the nose tip is shown in
Fig. 5. Afterwards, under the assumption that facial expressions
are isometries on the facial surface, we confine our local search,
in the local matching procedure, to areas in which the geodesic dis-
tance between the position of the reference node and the position
of the test node does not significantly change. Given the position of
the node we can modify the local search problem as:

min
dl

�Cf j xl
r þ dl

� �
; j xl

r

� �� �� �
subject to

dG xl
r; x

l
nose

� �
� dG xl

r þ dl;xt
nose

� �
dG xl

r; xl
nose

� �
					

					 6 s1; kdlk 6 dmax:
ð15Þ

The new local search is pictorially described in Fig. 6.
4. Geodesic multiscale morphological elastic graph matching

In the previous Section we described a method that incorpo-
rates the available 2.5D information in the matching procedure
in order to obtain a pose invariant matching. Moreover, the match-
ing is to some extend invariant to facial expressions, as well. In this
Section, we present features that are robust against facial pose
variations and facial expressions. To that end we describe a Multi-
scale Morphological Analysis (MMA) that is robust against pose
variations, the so-called Geodesic MMA (GMMA). Moreover, under
the isometry assumption (i.e, preservation of geodesic distances)
the proposed MMA analysis can be to some extent robust under fa-
cial expression development.
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Fig. 3. (a) Relative geodesic angles in (12); (b) relative angles in case (14).
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MMA for facial image analysis was initially proposed in
Kotropoulos et al. [17] and was well incorporated in a Morpholog-
ical EGM (MEGM) architecture. Another modified MEGM was pre-
sented in Zafeiriou et al. [46]. In MEGM an information pyramid is
built using multiscale morphological dilations-erosions. Given an
image f ðxÞ : D#Z2 ! R where D is the support of the original im-
age and a structuring function hrðxÞ : Hr #Z2 ! R whereHr is the
image support of the structuring element with scale r, the dilation
of the image f(x) by hr(x) is denoted by (f � hr)(x). Its complemen-
tary operation, the erosion, is denoted by (f � hr)(x) [17]. The mul-
tiscale dilation-erosion pyramid of the image f(x) by hr(x) is
defined as

ðf 	 hrÞðxÞ ¼
ðf � hrÞðxÞ if r > 0
f ðxÞ if r ¼ 0
ðf � hjrjÞðxÞ if r < 0

8><
>: ð16Þ

where r denotes the scale parameter of the structuring function. In
Kotropoulos et al. [17] it was shown that the choice of the structur-
ing function does not lead to statistically significant changes in the
verification performance. However, it affects the computational
complexity of feature calculation. The efficient computation of dila-
tions and erosions is a factor of great importance in practical
applications.

In this paper we use, for simplicity of computations, only flat
structuring elements (i.e., hrðvÞ ¼ 0;8v 2 Hr; kvk 6 jrj). For this
type of structuring elements, the dilation and the erosion can be
written as:

ðf � hrÞðxÞ ¼ sup
y2Hr

f ðx� yÞ

ðf � hjrjÞðxÞ ¼ inf
y2Hr

f ðx� yÞ
ð17Þ

For a flat structuring function, dilations can be efficiently computed
by applying running min/max calculations in which the computa-
tion of one scale exploits the previous outcome. That is, scale-recur-
sive computations that speed up considerably feature calculation
can be used. For a flat structuring function, scale-recursive max
computations (i.e., multiscale image dilations) are based on the
observation that:



Fig. 4. (a) The 2D reference graph; (b) the facial geometry and the graph; (c) the matched graph on a test image; (d) the facial geometry and the resultant graph.

Fig. 5. A graph that is built around the nose.

Fig. 6. Local optimization problem (15).
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ðf � hrÞðxÞ ¼maxfðf � hrÞðxÞ;
max

y2DHðrþ1Þ
ff ðxþ yÞg;

maxff ðx
 sÞgg

ð18Þ

where s = [r + 1r + 1]T, set DHðriþ1Þ ¼ fy ¼ ½y1y2�
T 2 Z2 : kyk2

>

r2; kyk2
6 ðrþ 1Þ2; jy1j 6 r; jy2j 6 rg. A similar multiscale analysis

can be applied for the calculation of the erosion. In order to use
the available 2.5D information we define the surface depended
structuring flat elements around x as:

gr;xðvÞ ¼ 0;8v 2 fy 2 Z2 : dGðv;xÞ 6 jrjg ð19Þ
The above equation defines a flat structuring element upon a geode-
sic circle of scale r.

The new multiscale morphological analysis, given a height map
g with a topology X g , as follows:

ðf � gri
ÞGðxÞ ¼maxfðf � gri�1

ÞGðxÞ;
max

ðv2DHGðx;riÞ
ff ðvÞgg: ð20Þ

Here DHGðv;riÞ ¼ fy 2 Z2 : ri�1 < dGðv; yÞ 6 rig. In the same man-
ner, we have for the erosions:

ðf � gjri jÞGðxÞ ¼minfðf � gri�1
ÞGðxÞ;

min
ðv2DHGðx;riÞ

ff ðvÞgg: ð21Þ
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In order to have a scale invariant GMMA we can modify the above
as follows: DHGðv;riÞ ¼ fy 2 Z2 : ði� 1Þr1 < dGðv; yÞ 6 ir1g where
r1 ¼ lmaxfdGðxnose;xÞg. maxfdGðxnose;xÞg is the maximum geode-
sic distance between the nose and the given facial surface. In this
paper we set l = 1/(max{R1,R2}) where R1 and R2 are the number
of image rows and columns, respectively. Examples of geodesic cir-
cles are given in Fig. 7. The maximum geodesic distance of nose in
the given facial surface normalized by the number of rows or col-
umns is a measure robust to scale variations in 2.5D images and
provides us the first scale of the multiscale analysis. This normaliza-
tion step is conducted in order to have a scale insensitive estimation
r1.

The problem now becomes that of the efficient computation of
GMFA. For the first scale, for all x we have to compute the geodesic
circle of radius r1, i.e. Hr1 ðxÞ ¼ fy 2 Z

2 : dGðx; yÞ 6 r1g.
The calculation ofHr2 ðxÞ for the next scale can be performed by

exploiting the property that if y 2 Hr1 ðxÞ then x 2 Hr1 ðyÞ. This
leads to r2 = 2r:

H2rðxÞ ¼
[

y2HrðxÞ
HrðyÞ

DHGðx;2rÞ ¼ H2rðxÞ � HrðxÞ:
ð22Þ

In the general case, we have:

Hri
ðxÞ ¼

[
y2Hri�1

ðxÞ
Hri�1

ðyÞ

DHGðx;riÞ ¼ Hri
ðxÞ � Hri�1

ðxÞ
ð23Þ

Thus, we only have to find a look-up table for the first scale and the
next scales can be computed in a scale recursive strategy by using
(23).
Fig. 7. (a) Geodesic circle of 2r1

Fig. 8. The upper left image is the original image extracted is both figures. The first nine
images and the remaining nine are the dilated images (a) for multiscale dilations-erosio
We can therefore build the GMMA ðf IhrÞGðxÞ in a similar man-
ner as (16) using dilation defined by (20) and erosion by (21) as

ðf IgrÞGðxÞ ¼
ðf � grÞGðxÞ if r > 0
f ðxÞ if r ¼ 0
ðf � grÞGðxÞ if r < 0

8><
>: ð24Þ

The output of these morphological operations forms the jet j(xl), at
graph node l, that is located at image coordinates xl:

jðxlÞ ¼ ððf IhrK
ÞGðxlÞ; . . . ; ðf Ihr1 ÞGðxlÞ; f ðxlÞ;

ðf Ihr�1 ÞGðxlÞ; . . . ; ðf Ihr�K
ÞGðxlÞÞ

ð25Þ

where K is the number of different scales used. An example of the
typical multiscale morphological operations proposed in Kotropoulos
et al. [17] for a flat structuring element is shown in Fig. 8 a. The geo-
desic multiscale morphological analysis is shown in Fig. 8 b.

5. Experimental results

In this Section, we conducted experiments in order to assess
how the proposed advances improve the performance of EGM
algorithms in case that 2.5D object information is available. We
present experiments for face recognition/verification using photo-
metric stereo. The experiments are the first reported for such a
large face database that use photometric stereo. Before we describe
the experiments, we shall briefly describe how we have set up our
hardware for the high speed imaging and light source sequencing
necessary for facial photometric stereo. Our system has been de-
signed for practical 3D face geometry capture and recognition.
Individuals walk through the archway towards the camera located
on the back panel and exit through the side. This arrangement
; (b) geodesic circle of 5r1.

images starting from the left corner, apart from the upper left one, are the eroded
ns for nine scales; (b) geodesic multiscale dilations-erosions.



Fig. 10. (a) The grayscale albedo image; (b) the depth map image.

Table 1
The rank-1 recognition results of the tested methods.

PCA NMF MEGM 2.5D-MEGM GMEGM

42% 63% 78% 82% 87%
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makes the device suitable for use at the entrance to buildings, high
security areas, airports etc. The presence of an individual is de-
tected by an ultrasound proximity sensor placed before the
archway.

The sensor triggers the sequence of high speed synchronised
frame grabbing and light source switching. We found experimen-
tally that for people casually passing through the device, a mini-
mum frame rate of approximately 150 fps was necessary to avoid
significant movement between frames. Our device currently oper-
ates at 200 fps. For the light sources we have used four Jessops
M100 flashguns. A monitor is included on the back panel to indi-
cate whether the face has been recognised/authorised or to display
other information. For each person passing through the device, the
following sequence of events takes place to capture the four
images: (1) Await signal from ultrasound sensor, (2) send trigger
to camera (3) await integration-enabled signal from camera, (4)
discharge flashgun, (5) await end of integration enabled signal,
(6) repeat from step 2 for the remaining light sources. All interfac-
ing code is written in NI LabVIEW.

We now show some results of using our image capture device
for facial geometry reconstruction. Fig. 9 shows an example of four
raw images of an individual. The person was slowly (1 m/s), but
casually, walking through the device. A database of faces was col-
lected setting a device for proper capture of four images under four
different lighting directions. This is the first large photometric ste-
reo face database that is collected and we are now trying to make it
publicly available. The four intensity images were processed using
a standard photometric stereo method [1]. This resulted in a dense
field of surface normals, which we integrated to form height maps
using the well-known Frankot and Chellappa method [11]. The cor-
responding albedo and height map are depicted in Fig. 10.

The device was installed in the premises of General Dynamics.
Staff and visitors were invited to use it. After a period of more than
6 months more than 250 persons were recorded. 98 walked
through the device only once. For 113 out of the remaining 152
persons who walked though the device more than once we col-
lected images taken with more than a week’s interval and for the
remaining 39 we collected samples with not more than 3 days
interval. For the majority of 113 individuals (about 90 people)
the interval was greater than one month. We decided to use as cli-
ents only those for which the training and the testing sample was
collected at least after one week. The remaining individuals served
as impostors.

For the experiments presented here, a very challenging experi-
mental procedure was followed, using only one grayscale albedo
Fig. 9. (a) Four images taken for four different lightin
image and the triangulated height map in order to create the refer-
ence graph, and one grayscale albedo image and a triangulated
height map for testing. Most of the training and testing images dis-
play a different facial expression and have a slightly different pose.
An example of training and testing images can be found in Fig. 4.
One-sample face recognition is among the most challenging face
recognition scenarios with a lot of applications. In Rizvi et al.
[31] a face verification scenario was designed based only on one
sample per person for training. The interested reader could refer
to Tan et al. [34] and in the references therein for more details
about one sample face recognition.

For comparisons, apart from the tested EGM approaches, we
have implemented other methods that can be used using only
one sample. Such techniques include Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA) [37] and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization [22,41,43].
For the above tested methods and for a fair comparison, the albedo
and depth map images were aligned manually, using the eye coor-
dinates, and were downsampled to 90 � 100. On the other hand all
the tested EGM algorithms were combined with a face detector
(the face detection module of OpenCV [5]) in fully automatic
g directions; (b) the corresponding 2.5D model.



Fig. 11. ROC curves for the tested methods.

Table 2
The EER of the tested methods.

PCA NMF MEGM 2.5D-MEGM GMEGM

18.4% 12.6% 10% 8.4% 6%
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manner. For the EGM algorithms we use the abbreviation 2.5D-
MEGM for MEGM using the 2.5D matching procedure presented
in Section 3. The abbreviation GMEGM stands for the geodesic elas-
tic graph matching with the 2.5D matching procedure presented in
Section 4. The recognition rates for the tested methods are summa-
rized in Table 1.

Verification experiments were conducted in the same database
as well. The verification protocol was similar to the one defined in
the FERET verification protocol in Rizvi et al. [31]. The probe (or cli-
ent set) was defined by the 113 persons. The first image is used for
training while the second is used for testing client claims. The
remaining 140 persons of the database, with one image per person,
are considered the impostors. In other words, in the test phase we
have only one image for measuring the false rejection (FR) rates
and one image per person remaining in the database is used for
measuring the false acceptance (FA) rates. The Receiver Operation
Characteristics (ROC) curves are summarized in Fig. 11. The perfor-
mance of the algorithms is quoted for the Equal Error Rate (EER)
which is the scalar figure of merit that is often used to judge the
performance of a verification algorithm. The EER of the tested
methods is summarized in Table 2.

As it can be seen, the proposed methods greatly advances the
performance of EGM for face recognition/verification.
6. Conclusions

In this paper a two advances in the EGM algorithm were pro-
posed in order to capitalize on the available 2.5D facial information
using modern techniques. We modified the matching technique in
order to exploit the facial geometry information. The proposed
matching procedure is robust against pose changes and also takes
into consideration changes of the facial surfaces under facial
expressions. We incorporated the 2.5D information in a multiscale
morphological analysis and built that way a geodesic multiscale
morphological analysis which is robust against facial pose changes.
The first large scale experimental results for face recognition/veri-
fication using photometric stereo show that the proposed approach
advances the performance of EGM.
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